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Introduction
Selena Spice is a dazzling brunette Latina with her own official website. If you like teaser vids starring
model quality Chicas then this is a site worth visiting for an afternoon siesta. Don't expect anything
hardcore because Selena is not a dirty girl, she's a model and wants to be respected as one.

Adult Review
Selena Spice is a gorgeous tropical beauty with long brunette hair, a perfect Latina complexion and a body that will make you
hunger for her affection. Her official website is the only place you can find her nude modeling portfolio and softcore video
collection.
  
  With 38 exclusive videos in DVD quality 720x480 resolution you do get a good idea what Selena is like when the cameras
are not around and she has some time to herself. Many of the videos are filmed on location rather than in a studio set which
gives you a good amount of variety to enjoy.
  
  Along with the movies you also get 1000s of exclusive photos in resolutions as high as 1024x680. That makes them suitable
for slide-shows, desktop wallpapers and even for printing as part of your personal scrap-book collection.
  
  This is a site that is perfect for anyone using a dialup connection because of the small file sizes and fast download times.
The only drawback to that is the movies generally are only 3-5 minutes long. However, none of the videos are DRM coded so
anything you do download is yours to keep.
  
  Some perverts will be unhappy because Selina Spice limits her content to nude modeling and softcore videos but for those
who are looking for sexy Latina nude model pictures and videos this is a site worth adding to your wish list.

Porn Summary
This site won't satisfy hardcore fans but because it is an official solo girl site, the only way to see Selena Spice naked is to
sign-up and become one of her fans. Check out the free Selena Spice Preview and see this island beauty for yourself!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A softcore solo teen Latina with an amazing body'
Quality: 86  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 82
Support: 85 Unique: 88    Taste: 72        Final: 81

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Brunettes, Coeds, Exclusive, Latina, Softcore, Solo, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 38
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